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Delivering garage door solutions and technology 

across eight distinct brands

The Chamberlain Group Inc. designs and engineers residential garage door openers, 

commercial door openers, gate entry systems, and commercial door devices. As the 

parent company to Chamberlain, LiftMaster, Merlin, Grifco, myQ and others, homeowners 

and businesses worldwide know and trust the brand for its superior products and service. 

To support this reputation, the group sought a digital solution that could improve transportation 

processes, such as shipments and delivery. Specifically, The Chamberlain Group wanted 

to achieve a high degree of process automation and improve transportation visibility for 

the outbound processing of finished goods.

How Does Process Automation 

Enable Transparent Outbound 

Processing for Better Service?



With the SAP® Transportation Management and SAP Event Management applications, as well as 

implementation support from Westernacher & Partner Consulting Inc., The Chamberlain Group could:

• Automate load optimization

• Automate carrier assignment, tendering, carrier rating, and cost distribution processes

• Integrate to existing warehouse solution to enable order fulfillment 

• Achieve cost savings from multi-stop opportunities and optimization of loads

• Save time for the operations team by replacing manual processes with automation

• Get real-time notification of event status, processes, and desired measurement items

• Provide operational and analytical reporting

• Improve end-to-end visibility and service

The Chamberlain Group fully monitors outbound transportation 

processes to improve deliveries and customer service. 

“Today, we’ve achieved 100% automatic load optimization, and our carrier assignment 

is 95% automatic. SAP solutions provide us with the complete process visibility we need 

to reduce our freight spend and achieve such a high degree of automation.”

Jackie Carpentier, Senior Manager, Business Systems – Distribution IT Applications, The Chamberlain Group Inc.
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Oak Brook, Illinois
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SAP Transportation Management 

and SAP Event Management
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